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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a Noetherian domain. Ratliff has shown in [7] the equivalence of the 
following statements: (i)There exists n ~> 1 such that A[X  1 ,..., Xn] is catenarian; 
(ii) For every n >/O, A[X1 ,..., Xn] is catenarian. Seydi has shown in [9] that the 
preceding statements are also equivalent o (iii) A[[X1]][X2] is catenarian. 
Clearly, statement (iii) implies the following one: (iv) A[[X1] ] is catenarian. 
In Section 2 of this paper we show that really this last statement is also equivalent 
to the others. More generally, using the symbol IX]] to stand for "[X] or [[X]]," 
we show that the preceding statements are all equivalent to the following one: 
(v) For every n /> 0, every domain A[X1] ] --" [Xn]] is catenarian. We also show 
that without the noetherian hypothesis, it is not true anymore that A[X] is cate- 
narian if and only if A[[X]] is catenarian, even if we suppose that A has only one 
maximal ideal. In Section 3 we show that A[[X]] is catenarian if and only if 
AM[IX]] is catenarian for every maximal ideal M of A and that for this result 
neither can the hypothesis "A noetherian" be dropped nor even weakened to 
the hypothesis "A locally noetherian." This result is a first step in the difficult 
task of relating the ideal structure of A[[X]] with that of AM[[X]] for a noetherian 
domain A. 
The proofs of our results will rely heavily on the deep theorem of Ratliff 
that asserts that for a Noetherian domain B, B[X] is catenarian if and only if B 
satisfies the chain condition for prime ideals [7, Theorem 3.6, p. 521]. 
In this paper all rings are commutative with identity, and a prime ideal is 
always different from the unit ideal. The symbol __C denotes inclusion, and the 
symbol C denotes proper inclusion. A saturated chain of prime ideals in a ring 
consists of a chain of prime ideals P0 C P1 C "" C P~. such that height Pi/Pi_l 
1, Vi ~ 1 ..... r; in this case r is the length of the chain. A domain D is catenarian 
if for every prime ideal P of D, the length of any saturated chain of prime ideals 
between (0) and P is equal to height P. I f  R is a ring, R[X] is the polynomial 
ring in one variable over R, R[[X]] is the power series ring in one variable over R, 
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and R[X]] is a ring that is either the polynomial ring or the power series ring 
in one variable over R. 
Now let us see that even when a domain A is Noetherian there is no obvious 
natural way to associate a saturated chain of prime ideals of A[[X]] to a saturated 
chain of prime ideals of A[X], nor is there any obvious natural way to do the 
converse. Indeed, it is possible to construct a noetherian domain A such that 
the extension A[X] ~ A[[X]] does not satisfy the going-up Property for prime 
ideals and such that there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of A[[X]] 
whose intersection with A[X] is not saturated. For that, it is clearly sufficient 
to construct a one-dimensional noetherian local domain A such that A[[X]] 
admits a nonzero prime ideal whose intersection with A[X] is (0). 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let X, Y be in- 
determinates over K. By [4, p. 2921 there exists a derivation D of the ring 
K[X, Y](x.r) such that for any ideal I ~= (0), (1) we have D(/) ~ I;  of course, 
D can be extended to a derivation of K[[X, Y]] [6, Lemma 4.1, p. 221]; by 
[11, Lemma 4, p. 526], there exists a height 1 prime ideal ~ of K[[X, Y]] such 
that D(~) __C #;  then ~ n K[X, Y](x,r) - (0). Naturally we have the inclusions 
K[[X]][Y] _C K[Y][[X]] C K[Y](r)[[X]] C K[[X, Y]] and also K[Y](r)[X] C 
K[X, Y](x,r) C_ K[Y](r)[[X]]. I f  ~ n K[[X]][Y] = (0), then taking A ~-- 
K[[X]], we have that A is a one-dimensional noetherian local domain and that 
is a nonzero prime ideal of A[[Y]] such that .~ n A[Y] ---- (0). I f  ~ n KI[X]] × 
[Y] @ (0), then afortiori ~ c~ K[Y]~r)[[X]] ~ (0); then taking _// = K[Y]~r), 
we have that A is one-dimensional noetherian local domain and that ~1 = 
g n A[[X]] is a nonzero prime ideal of .4[[X]] such that ~1 n A[X] -~ (0). 
2. CATENARIAN I~ROPERTY IN A DOMAIN OF FORMAL I~OWER SERIES 
In this section we prove that if A is a Noetherian domain, then A[X] is 
catenarian if and only if A[[X]] is catenarian, if and only if for every n ~ 0, 
every domain A[XI]] "'" [Xn]] is catenarian. We also note that without the 
Noetherian hypothesis, it is possible to have A[X] catenarian with A[[X]] not 
catenarian, and vice versa, even if ~/has only one maximal ideal. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a catenarian noetherian domain ane let A' be a domain 
that is integral over A. I f  P' C Q' is a pair of consecutive prime ideals of A' such 
that P' n A C Q' n A are not consecutive, then Q' is a maximal ideal. 
Proof. Suppose that Q' is not a maximal ideal of _//'; then Q ~ Q' n A is 
not a maximal ideal of A and all the saturated chains of prime ideals of _//' 
between (0) and Q' must have the same length [8, Theorem 3.9, p. 1087], so that 
in particular we have height Q' ~ height P '  + 1; on the other hand, since 
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P 'nACQ'nA are not consecutive, we have height Q 'nA  ~>height 
P '  n A @ 2; this gives a contradiction because, P '  and Q' being nonmaximal 
and A being catenarian, we know that height P '  = height P '  n A and height 
Q' = height Q' n A [8, Proposition 2.11, p. 1079]. 
As corollaries of Lemma 2.1 we can obtain the following variations of Seydi's 
results [9, Proposition 1.I5, p. 26; 10, Theorem II.1, p. 331] which are better 
suited to our needs. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A be a Noetherian domain and let .d be its integral 
closure. Then A[X] is catenarian if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) A is catenarian, 
(2) for every height 1 prime ideal P of A, (A/P)[X] is catenarian, 
(3) For every maximalideal MofA ,  height M = height M n A. 
Proof. I f  A[X] is catenarian, then (1) and (2) are clearly satisfied and (3) 
is satisfied by the going-up Theorem and [7, Theorem 3.6, p. 521]. Conversely, 
let conditions (1)-(3) be satisfied and suppose that A[X] is not catenarian. Then, 
by [7, Theorem 3.6, p. 521; Corollary 2.14, p. 514], there exists a prime ideal Q 
of_//such that A o does not satisfy the second chain conditions, i.e., there exists 
a domain A' that contains A and is integral over A in which one can find a 
saturated chain of prime ideals (0) C Q'I C "- C Q', with r < height Q', n A. 
Note that A being catenarian, Q', t~ A must be a maximal ideal [8, Theorem 3.9, 
p. 1087], so that Q'r is a maximal ideal of A'; let s be its height. By the Going-Up 
Theorem there exists a height s maximal ideal Q" of the integral closure of A' 
lying over Q',; by the Going-Down Theorem Q" n A is a height s maximal ideal 
of A; since (Q"nA)  nA  Q;nA,  height Q"~A height Q 'nA  by 
condition (3) of our hypothesis; thus height Q', = height Q', n A > r >~ 1, 
and there exists a height 1 prime ideal P '  of A' contained in Q'r-1 • Since A is 
catenarian and since r < height Q', n A, the chain (0) C O' " ~lnAC.  CQ'~nA 
is not saturated; more precisely, Q'~-I n A C Q'~ n A are nonconsecutive prime 
ideals of A by Lemma 2.1. Now A'/P' is an integral extension f A/P' n A and 
r t t t Qr_a/P C Q'r/P' are consecutive prime ideals of A'/P' such that (Q~_I/P) (3 
(A/P' n A) = (Q'~_I n A)/(P' n A)C (Q'~ nA)/(P'c~A) = (Q'~/P') c~ (A/P' c~ A) 
are nonconsecutive ideals of A/P' n A; then (A'/P')[X] is an integral extension 
of (A/P' n A)[X], and (Q'r_a/P')[X] C (Q'r/P')[X] are consecutive prime 
ideals of (A'/P')[X] such that (QLi/P')[X] c~ (A/P' c~ A)[X] C (Q'~/P')[X] ca 
(ALP' n A)[X] are nonconsecutive prime ideals of (A/P' c~ A)[X]; since 
(Q'r/P')[x] is obviously not a maximal ideal of (A'/P')[X], we obtain by 
Lemma 2.1 that (A/P't~ A)[X] is not catenarian; this contradicts condition 
(2) of our hypothesis because P '  being a nonmaximal height 1 prime ideal of 
A' we have height (P' n A) = height P '  = 1 [8, Proposition 2.11, p. 1079]. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be a Noetherian domain. Then A[X] is catenarian if
and only if for every prime ideal P of A the following condition s satisfied: 
C(P): For every saturated chain of prime ideals (0) C ~ C "" C ~,. in the 
integral closure of AlP, r = height(~, n A/P). 
Proof. I fA[X] is catenarian and i fP is  any prime ideal of A, then (A/P)[X] ~_ 
A[X]/P[X] is clearly catenarian so that the condition C(P) is satisfied [7, 
Theorem 3.6, p. 521]. Conversely, let the condition C(P) be satisfied for every 
prime ideal P of A, and suppose that A[X] is not catenarian. Then, the set 
'9° -- {P l P is a prime ideal of A, (A/P)[X] is not catenarian} is not empty and 
contains no maximal ideal M of A because for such a M, (A/M)[X] is one 
dimensional and therefore catenarian. A being Noetherian, let Q be a maximal 
element of 5:. Then (A/P)[X] is catenarian for every prime ideal P of A that 
contains properly Q, in particular for every prime ideal P of _d such that height 
P/Q = 1. Furthermore, because of the condition C(Q), A/Q is catenarian and 
every maximal ideal .~ of the integral closure of A/Q is such that height ~ 
height(~ n A/Q). Thus (A/Q)[X] is catenarian by Corollary 2.2; this contradicts 
QeS:. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let z4 be a noetherian ring. 
(i) I f  P is a prime ideal of ,4, then height P[[X]] -- height P and height 
(P + XA[[X]]) = height P 4- 1. 
(ii) I f  P C O are consecutive prime ideals of A, then P[[X]] C O[[X]] are 
consecutive prime ideals of_d[[X]]. 
(iii) I f  A[[X]] is catenarian, then so is A. 
(iv) I f  A[X] is catenarian, then so is A. 
Proof. (i) Let n = height P and let ~1 ..... ~n e P such that P is a minimal 
prime divisor of (~1 ..... ~n)A [12, Theorem 31, p. 242]. We clearly have P[[X]] C 
(P + XA[[X]] and height P[[X]] >~ height P; thus it remains only to show that 
height (P + XA[[X]]) <~ height P + 1; for that, since A[[X]] is Noetherian 
[13, Theorem 4, p. 138], it suffices to show that (P 4- XA[[X]]) is a minimal 
prime divisor of (% ,..., c~, X) A[[X]] [12, Theorem 30, p. 240]. Then, let 
be a prime ideal of A[[X]] such that (P @ XA[[X]]) D_ .~ D (cq ,..., %~. X~4[[X]]; 
we have P = (P 4- XA[[X]]) n A D .~ n A D (~1 .... , ~)A, hence P := ~ n A 
since P is a minimal prime divisor of (~1 ..... c~n)A; then from P _C ~ and X c 
we obtain that (P 4- XA[[X]]) _C ~ and consequently that (P 4- XA[[X]]) == :~. 
(ii) Let P C Q be a pair of consecutive prime ideals of A. Then Q/P is a 
height 1 prime ideal of the Noetherian ring A/P; hence Q[[X]]/P[[X]] 
(Q/P)[[X]] is a height 1 prime ideal of A[[X]]/P[[X]] ~ (A/P)[[X]], hence 
P[[X]] C Q[[X]] are consecutive prime ideals of A[[X]]. 
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(iii) This is an immediate consequence of (ii). 
(iv) This is clear. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A be a Noetherian domain. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) A[X] is catenarian. 
(ii) A[[X]] is catenarian. 
Proof. It  has been proved by Seydi that (i) implies (ii) [9, Theorem 1.12, 
p. 24]; his proof relies heavily on the deep result of Ratliff that asserts that for a 
Noetherian domain B, B[X] is catenarian if and only of B is locally quasi- 
unmixed [7, Theorem 3.6, p. 521]. Now suppose that A[[X]] is catenarian; in 
order to show that A[X] is catenarian we will show that for every prime ideal 
P of A the condition C(P) of Corollary 2.3 is satisfied. Then, let P be any prime 
ideal of A and let B be the domain A/P; clearly B[[X]] ~ (A/P)[[A~] ~_ 
A[[~k~]/P[[X]] is catenarian. Let (0)C Q~ C "" C Qr be a saturated chain 
of prime ideals in the integral closure/~ of B. Since B is noetherian, there exists 
only finitely many prime ideals of/~ lying over 0 r t~ B; take % E ~0r\U {-~/-~ is 
a prime ideal of B lying over (~r n B, ~ ~ ~)r); note that ~)r is the only prime 
ideal of B lying over ~0r ~ B[a~]. Since B[ar] is noetherian, there exists only 
finitely many prime ideals of /~ lying over ~)r-1 ~ B[ar]; take at_ 1 E ~)r-l\ 
{,J {#\# is a prime ideal of /~ lying over (~-1 n B[ar] , ~ ~ Q~-I}; note that 
0,. and (2r-~ are the only prime ideals of /~ lying over Qr n B[c~r, ~r ~] and 
Q~-I N B[~ r , ~r 1], respectively. Continuing in this manner, we see that we can 
choose ~. ,..., ~1 ~/~ such that Or .... , Q1 are the only prime ideals of /~ lying 
(,Ter 0 r ~ B[~ r ,..., ~1],..., Q1 ~ B[ar ,"', oq], respectively; then, setting B 1 
B[~r ,-.-, all and Qi = Qi n B 1 for i = 1 ..... t, we obtain as easy consequence 
of the Going-Up Theorem that (0) C Q1 C ' "  C Q~ is a saturated chain of prime 
ideals of B 1 . Since B and B 1 have the same quotient field and since B 1 is a 
finite B-module, the conductor of B in B 1 is different from (0) and consequently 
the conductor of B[[X]] in BI[[X]] is also different from (0); since furthermore 
B[[X]] is a Noetherian domain, we obtain that BI[[X]] is integral over B[[X]]. 
Since B 1 is Noetherian, (0) C QI[[X]] C ".. C Qr[[X]] is a saturated chain of 
prime ideals of BI[[X']] by Lemma 2.4(ii); also, Q~[[X]] is a nonmaximal prime 
ideal of BI[[X]]; then, since B[[X]] is catenarian, we obtain by Lemma 2.l that 
0 C QI[[X]] (~ B[[X]] C ..- C Qr[[X]] n B[[X]] is a saturated chain of prime 
ideals of B[[X]]; now, we clearly have Qi[[x]] c~ B[[X]] = (Q, c3 B)[[X]] for 
every i = 1,..., r, so that, again by Lemma 2.4(ii), (0) C (~ n B C -.. C O~ c~ B 
is a saturated chain prime ideals of B; since B[[X]] is catenarian, B is also 
catenarian by Lemma 2.4(iii) and r = height(Or n B). Thus the condition C(P) 
is indeed satisfied. 
For the next theorem remember that the symbol [X]] stands for "[X] or [[X]]." 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let A be a Noetherian domain. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) For some n ~ l, there exists a domain A[[XI]] "'" [X~]] that is catenarian. 
(ii) For every n >/O, every domain A[Xa]] "" [X~]] is catenarian. 
Proof. It is obvious that (ii) implies (i). Now suppose that for some n ~ 1 
there exists a domain A[A]]] --- [Xn]] that is eatenarian; then by successive 
applications of Lemma 2.4(iii) and (iv), we obtain that there exists a domain 
A[Xa] ] that is catenarian; then, by Proposition 2.5 we obtain that A[A~] and 
A[[X1] ] are catenarian, i.e., that every domain A[Xx]] is catenarian; besides, 
A is also catenarian. Let us suppose by induction that for some r ~ 1, every 
domain A[XI]] "'" [Xr]] is catenarian and let us consider any domain A[Xa]] "'" 
[Xr]][Xr+x]] =B[X, ] ] [Xr+I ] ] 'B [Xr ]  is eatenarian by hypothesis; then 
B[X,.][X,+I] is eatenarian by [7, Theorem 3.6, p. 521] and B[X~][[X,+I] ] is 
catenarian by Proposition 2.5; also, B[[X~]][Xr+I] is catenarian by [9, Theorem 
1.12, p. 24] and B[[X,]][[X,.+d] is eatenarian by Proposition 2.5. Thus 
B[X,]][X~+a]] is catenarian. 
Now let us see that without the Noetherian hypothesis, none of the implica- 
tions of Proposition 2.5 stays true, even for domains that have only one maximal 
ideal. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let (D, M) be a rank 1 nondiscrete valuation ring. Then 
D[X] has dimension 2 [3, (25.11), p. 352]; hence is catenarian. In D[[X]] the 
prime ideal (M, X) has infinite height [1, Example l, p. 303], and (0) C (X) C 
(M, X) is a saturated chain of prime ideals; thus D[[X]] is not catenarian. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let k be a field, t an indeterminate over k, and Y, an indeter- 
minate over K ~ k(Y).  Let V = K[[Y]] = K + YK[[Y]]; set M ~ YK[[Y]] 
and D ---- k + M. D is a one-dimensional integrally closed domain that is not a 
valuation ring and M is its only maximal ideal [3, Theorem A, p. 560]. D[[X]] is 
two dimensional [2, Example, p. 9]; hence is eatenarian. In D[X], the prime 
ideal (M, X) has height 3 [5, p. 95], and (0)C (X)C (M, X) is a saturated 
chain of prime ideals of length 2; thus D[X] is not catenarian. 
3. GLOBALIZATION OF THE CATENARIAN PROPERTY IN A DOMAIN OF 
FORMAL POWER SERIES 
In this section we prove that if A is a Noetherian domain, then A[[X]] 
is catenarian if and only if AM[IX]] is catenarian for every maximal ideal M of A. 
We also note that if we only suppose A to be locally Noetherian, then the property 
is not true anymore. 
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If  A is any domain, it is clear that A is catenarian if and only if AM is catenarian 
for every maximal ideal M of A. If S is any multiplicative system of A, we have 
As[X] (A[X])s; from this property one obtains easily that A[X] is catenarian 
if and only if AM[X ] is catenarian for every maximal ideal M of d.  Now, if S 
is any multiplicative system of A, there is no obvious connection between the 
prime ideals of ds[[X]] and (d[[X]])s, and there is no reason to think that 
A[[X]] should be catenarian if and only if AM[[X]] is catenarian for every 
maximal ideal of A; and indeed this is not the case in general. However, using 
the results of Section 2 we can easily get that when A is noetherian, then the 
property is valid. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a Noetherian domain. Then A[[X]] is catenarian if
and only if A~t[[X]] is catenarian for ever) maximal ideal M of A. 
Proof. Since A is Noetherian, we know Proposition 2.5 that A[[X]] is 
catenarian if and only if A[X] is catenarian and that AM[[X]] is catenarian if and 
only if AM[X ] is catenarian. Thus, in order to prove Theorem 3.1 we just have 
to show that A[X] is catenarian if and only if AM[X] is catenarian for every 
maximal ideal M of A; but, as noted before, this property is indeed true and 
foUows from the equality AM[X] = (A[X])A\M. 
Now let us show that the condition "A Noetherian" cannot we weakened 
to the condition "A locally noetherian" in the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let D be an almost Dedekind domain that is not Dedekind, 
i.e., D is a non-Noetherian domain such that D u is a rank 1 discrete valuation 
ring for every maximal ideal M of D. By [1, Example 2, p. 303], there exists a 
maximal ideal P of D such that he prime ideal (P, X) of D[[X]] has infinite 
height; since (0) C (X) C (P, X) is clearly a saturated chain of prime ideals of 
D[[X]], we obtain that D[[X]] is not catenarian. On the other hand, for every 
maximal ideal M of D, D M is a rank 1 discrete valuation ring; hence DM[[X]] is 
two dimensional and catenarian. 
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